The Love Equation: Computational Modeling of Romantic Relationships in French Classical Drama
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Abstract
We report on building a computational model of romantic relationships in a corpus of historical literary texts. We frame this task as a ranking problem in which, for a given character, we try to assign the highest rank to the character with whom (s)he is most likely to be romantically involved. As data we use a publicly available corpus of French 17th and 18th century plays (http://www.theatre-classique.fr/) which is well suited for this type of analysis because of the rich markup it provides (e.g. indications of characters speaking). We focus on distributional, so-called second-order features, which capture how speakers are contextually embedded in the texts. At a mean reciprocal rate (MRR) of 0.9 and MRR@1 of 0.81, our results are encouraging, suggesting that this approach might be successfully extended to other forms of social interactions in literature, such as antagonism or social power relations.
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1 Introduction

Scholarship on literary texts has been among the seminal humanistic disciplines to engage with computational approaches [17], with e.g. Burrows’s well-known study of Jane Austen’s novels [6]. Burrows – and many others after him – have drawn attention to the potential of computational text analysis as a viable methodological complement to established, ‘manual’ approaches in literary criticism and narratological analysis. The social relations between Austen’s characters, for instance, appeared to be reflected in their language use. In general, this kind of research has raised the question of the extent to which literary concepts can be formally modeled. In this paper, we focus on the linguistic aspects of romantic relationships in literary texts. We explore how this particular kind of social relationship can be modeled. We frame this research question as a ‘matchmaking task’: given a speaker, we try to assign...
the highest rank to the speaker with whom (s)he is most likely to be romantically involved on the basis of linguistic features.

The relationship between fictional characters in literary works can be viewed as a social network, the computational analysis of which has been steadily gaining popularity in recent years [15, 22]. When applied to literary fiction such as novels or plays, network analysis can yield insight into character relations in individual literary works or, more interestingly, reveal patterns and structure with regard to character networks in large collections of works. In this study, we analyze a collection of French plays from the 17th and 18th centuries. Relations between speakers are a central concern in research about dramatic works (see e.g. [19]), and love relationships are a type of speaker relation present in virtually any play from the period studied here. A basic assumption underlying our research is that love relationships in fiction are not only a matter of psychology, but are also a textual phenomenon which can be derived from the language used by speakers in a play. As a consequence, this study focuses on developing new methods for the formal modeling of love relationships in dramatic works based on speakers’ linguistic behavior.

Among earlier work in this field is Moretti’s essay ‘Network Theory, Plot analysis’ [14], in which the author draws on network theory to discuss the network of characters in Shakespeare’s *Hamlet*, reminiscent of Knuth’s classic network dataset [11] representing co-appearance patterns of characters in Victor Hugo’s *Les Misérables*. A series of publications in the field of computational linguistics have further advanced a similar line of research in recent years, including social network analyses of e.g. nineteenth-century fiction [9]; *Alice in Wonderland* [1, 2], topic-model based approaches [7] and authorship attribution based on network features of novels [4]. A popularizing analysis of Marvel graphic novels has been presented in [3]. Few studies have explicitly focused on the formal modeling of love relationships in literary texts. Nevertheless, a number of inspiring studies have studied other sorts of specific social interactions e.g. friend-or-foe relationships [20] or antagonism (‘good guy’ vs ‘bad guy’) often in combination with methodologies from distributional semantics [5, 16].

This paper is structured as follows. We begin with a description of the French plays we used in Section 2. We then proceed with the methodology in Section 3 in which we discuss the task description, our evaluation method, the computational system and the features we used. Section 4 discusses the results of our study after which in Section 5 we conclude with some final remarks and starting points for further research.

2 The Data

The data for this study comes from the *Théâtre classique* collection of French drama [10]. The collection contains 720 plays first published between 1610 and 1802, amounting to around 9.3 million word tokens. The plays vary in genre (with 340 comedies, 189 tragedies and 191 other sub-genres) and form (with 441 plays written in verse and 209 in prose only). The vast majority of plays have either one or five acts and 20–35 scenes. The plays are available as highly structured XML data encoded according to the guidelines of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI P5) [8]. Each play’s structure, in terms of acts and scenes, the cast members (henceforth, speakers) present in each scene, and their speeches, has been encoded in this markup. In addition, the XML files include detailed metadata about many of the roughly 6,500 speakers in the plays. In particular, the speakers’ gender as well as their status with
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regard to love relationships have in many cases been explicitly encoded in the cast list, or can be inferred from the description of speakers in the cast list, as in the following example from Molière’s *Le Dépit Amoureux*:

```xml
<castList>
  <castItem><role id="ERASTE" civil='M' type="H" statut='aristocrate' age='A'
    stat_amour='amoureux'>ÉRASTE</role>, amant de Lucile.</castItem>
  <castItem><role id="LUCILE" civil='F' type="H" statut='aristocrate' age='A'
    stat_amour='néant'>LUCILE</role>, fille d’Albert.</castItem>
</castList>

For the analyses presented here, we only used plays in which either such explicit annotation is available, or where it was possible to extract such information from the text provided in the cast list. Depending on the information available, we marked love relationships as either reciprocal or unidirectional. We extracted 295 love relationships from 200 different plays, of which only 90 could be assumed to be reciprocal. We created two datasets: one containing the 90 reciprocal relations, and one containing all 295 relationships, including all cases of unrequited love. We report results on both datasets.

3 Methods

**Task Description** We cast our matchmaking problem as a ranking problem. Given a query speaker $s_q$ from a particular play, the system should return a ranking of all other speakers in that play. The goal is to produce a ranking in which the highest rank is allocated to the true lover $s_j$. Framing our task as a ranking problem allows us to inspect the relation between a target speaker and the second-ranked speaker, who may be a contestant of the first-ranked speaker.

**Learning to Rank** Learning to Rank is a supervised machine learning task which is to learn a ranking from observed data. Learning to Rank offers a simple, yet effective way to include heterogeneous features in one model. We make use of the sofia-ml toolkit [18] with the pegasos learning algorithm and the regularization parameter at its default value ($\lambda = 0.1$). As the algorithm randomly presents samples to the ranker, each run could produce slightly different results. All scores reported in this study are obtained by running the algorithm ten times with different random seeds, and taking the average over the results.

**Evaluation** We test the performance of our system by means of leave-one-lover-out cross-validation. The training and test data are constructed in such a way that the query speaker $s_q$ is only present in the test data and no relations to $s_q$ are included in the training data. We evaluate our approach by means of the evaluation metric Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [21] which computes the reciprocal of the rank at which the first relevant speaker (the true lover) was retrieved. MRR is a natural choice for our problem since in general, each speaker is at most in love with one other person. To evaluate the accuracy of the model we compute the MRR with a rank cutoff at 1.

3.1 Features

For each speaker in a play, we extract a vector containing the features described below. We scale each feature $x$ within each query to the range $0 \leq x \leq 1$. 
3.1.1 Speaker Vectors

The first two features aim to capture information about the relationship between two speakers on the basis of their distributional semantics. For each speaker we want to learn a representation that aims to capture their semantic behavioral properties, such as the topics they speak of or the people they speak or think of. The approach we take to learn such representations is inspired by the recently proposed Paragraph Vector model [12]. This model is a shallow neural network that aims to learn dense, fixed-length semantic representations for arbitrarily long pieces of text. In the model, each paragraph (or any other chosen text unit, e.g. sentences or complete documents) is mapped to a unique vector of \( n \) dimensions. The words in the paragraphs are also mapped to a vector. However, these vectors are shared across word tokens, hence are not unique. The model initializes all vectors randomly. It then attempts to update the values along the dimensions by continuously predicting the next word in a particular context on the basis of these vectors. All vectors are trained using stochastic gradient descent. The dimensions (parameters) are updated by back-propagating the gradient through the network.

Our model learns dense representations not for individual paragraphs but for speakers. It does so in much the same way as the Paragraph Vector model, the only difference being that whereas the paragraphs in the original model are represented by a unique vector, a paragraph in our Speaker Vector model is mapped to the vector that belongs to the speaker of that paragraph. Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of the model. The vector in red represents the vector of the speaker Émilie. Together with the context vectors for un, amour and trop the model attempts to predict the word fatal. The speaker vector of a speaker is activated during each utterance of that speaker and is used to predict each word in that utterance.

F1. Speaker Similarity For each candidate lover \( s \in S \), where \( S \) is the set of candidate lovers in a play, we compute the cosine similarity between its vector representation and the vector representation of a query speaker \( s_q \), \( s_q \notin S \). The idea behind this feature is that we expect two lovers to speak of similar topics in similar ways, which should be reflected in their vector representations. To illustrate this point, in Figure 2a we present a two-dimensional reproduction of the speaker vectors in Pierre Corneille’s comedy Le Menteur from 1644. The dimension reduction was generated through principal component analysis (PCA). The two lovers Alcippe and Clarice are placed adjacent to each other, reflecting the similarity of their vector representations. Interestingly, Alcippe’s main contestant Dorante, the liar of the play’s title, is close by. With some imagination, the plot visually expresses their contest around their object of desire, Clarice. To investigate the overall effect of being a couple on the similarity between two speakers, we computed...
The pairwise cosine similarity between all lover and non-lover pairs within the same play. According to a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, the two cosine similarity distributions differ significantly ($p < 0.0005$).

**F2. Analogous Lovers** The relation between Clarice and Alcippe can be described by their displacement vector $D$: $D(\text{Clarice}, \text{Alcippe}) = s_{\text{Clarice}} - s_{\text{Alcippe}}$, where $s_{\text{Clarice}}$ is the vector representation of Clarice and Alcippe is represented by $s_{\text{Alcippe}}$. We can use this relation as a reference point to other possible relations between speakers. The similarity between a pair of displacement vectors, each describing a particular relation, should reflect the similarity between these relations. Given the relation between e.g. Clarice and Alcippe, we can compare other relations between speakers to this relation. Relations that are similar to that of Clarice and Alcippe are assumed to be romantic relationships. An illustrative example is the relation between Rosidor and Caliste from Pierre Corneille’s highly complex early tragi-comedy *Clitandre*, first performed in 1630. Of all relations between Rosidor and any other speaker in the play, the one with Caliste is the one that is most similar to the relation between Clarice and Alcippe. We use this information in the following way. For each candidate lover $s \in S$ and a query speaker $s_q$, we compute the cosine similarity between the displacement vector $D(s, s_q)$ and the displacement vectors of all known lover couples. The maximum similarity between $D(s, s_q)$ and any other pair is used as the feature value. To assess the overall similarity between couples versus non-couples, we computed the maximum similarity between the displacement vectors of lover pairs to all other lover pairs and all non-lovers to all lover pairs. Again, the similarity distributions are significantly different (KS: $p < 0.0005$).

**3.1.2 Word Vectors**

Speaker vectors aim to capture topical properties of speakers. The similarity between two speaker vectors reflects the extent to which the two speakers speak of similar topics. Lovers also tend to speak about each other and often third parties talk about a couple. Speaker vectors do not necessarily capture this information, because most text in plays is in direct speech in which speakers refer to themselves by means of pronouns. To model the textual
proximity of speakers we construct a version of the corpus in which each first person pronoun (je, me, moi, mon, ma) has been replaced by the unique ID of the speaker it refers to. Because speakers with the same name act in different plays, we also replace all proper names with the same unique ID. Essentially, this procedure is a cheap method to resolve co-references. We train word vectors on these adapted texts with 200 dimensions using the skip-gram and CBOW architecture [13].

F3. Word Similarity Similar to F1., for each candidate lover \( s \in S \) we compute the cosine similarity between his/her word vector representation and the word vector representation of a query speaker \( s_q \), \( s_q \notin S \). On average, lovers have a cosine similarity of 0.58 while the mean cosine similarity between non-lovers is 0.34. As with the previous features, the similarity distributions are significantly different (KS: \( p < 0.0005 \)).

F4. Word Analogy In a similar way as F2., we compute the maximum cosine similarity between the displacement vector \( D(s, s_q) \) for candidate lover \( s \) and query speaker \( s_q \) and the displacement vectors of all known love couples. (KS: \( p < 0.005 \)).

3.1.3 Physical Co-occurrence Features

The speaker vectors capture topical similarities and co-occurrence features present in the text. Not necessarily do these features reflect the physical co-occurrence of two speakers, for instance in a particular scene. The following two features aim to capture the physical co-occurrence of speakers. The idea behind these features is that two speakers are more likely to be in a love relationship if they meet more often.

F5. Interaction Frequency The first physical co-occurrence feature estimates the frequency of interaction between two speakers. Speaker \( s_i \) is in interaction with \( s_j \) if an utterance of \( s_i \) is preceded or followed by an utterance of \( s_j \). For each speaker we compute the normalized count of how often (s)he interacts with another speaker. The result can be described as a network for each speaker in which weighted edges between two speakers are created if they interact. Edge weights are determined by the frequency with which the speakers interact. Figure 2b provides a graphical illustration of this feature in which we show the interaction network of Florame from Pierre Corneille's five-act comedy La Suivante, first performed in 1634. Florame predominantly interacts with two other speakers (depicted by the edge thickness) of which Daphnis is his lover. Interestingly, Florame also often interacts with Theante who is also in love with Daphnis. The overall interaction frequency distribution differences between couples and non-couples is significant (KS: \( p < 0.0001 \)).

F6. Scene Co-occurrence The second physical co-occurrence feature is similar to F5. Here we construct a co-occurrence network for each speaker in a play in which edges between speakers are created if they appear in the same scene. The distribution differences between couples and non-couples are again significant (KS: \( p < 0.0001 \)).

3.1.4 Meta Features

The XML-formatted versions of our plays provide rich metadata. One of the annotated features is the gender for each speaker. Given the dominance of heterosexual relationships in 17th and 18th century plays, we can apply an a priori filter on possible lover candidates on the basis of gender. To allow our system to be employed for different corpora that show more variability in terms of the nature of relationships, we encode the gender of speakers as a feature.
Table 1 | Feature performance investigation. The first four columns provide the performance of the system with (individual) features on the full data set and the reciprocal data set. The last four columns show the performance of the system after removing the features mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature</th>
<th>Reciprocal</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Reciprocal</th>
<th>Full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRR @1</td>
<td></td>
<td>MRR @1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1. Speaker Similarity</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2. Analogous Lovers</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3. Word Similarity</td>
<td><strong>0.74</strong></td>
<td><em>0.59</em></td>
<td><strong>0.73</strong></td>
<td><em>0.56</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4. Word Analogy</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5. Interaction Frequency</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6. Scene Co-occurrence</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7. Gender</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1.– F7.</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F7. Gender For each combination of candidate lover $s \in S$ and the query speaker $s_q$, we compare their gender, where a gender difference is represented by a value 1 and gender identity by 0.

4 Results

Our Learning to Rank system shows promising results. The system achieves a Mean Reciprocal Rank of 0.9 on the dataset containing solely reciprocal love relationships and 0.87 on the full dataset. The MRR@1 (or accuracy) of the model on the reciprocal relationships is 0.81 and 0.75 on the full data set.

We performed an additional experiment in which for each feature we train our system using only that feature. The features in a Learning to Rank system can interact with each other in non-linear ways, implying that features that appear to have little effect in isolation may contribute strongly to the overall performance in combination with other features. We therefore also performed an ablation experiment in which for each feature we trained a system on the basis of all features except that feature. In Table 1 we present the results of the experiment that measures the performance of individual features (first four columns) and the results for the ablation experiment (last four columns).

In both the full data set and the data set containing solely reciprocal love relationships, the Word Similarity feature (F3.) is the best individually performing feature. The physical co-occurrence features (F4. and F5.) come next, followed by the Speaker Similarity feature (F1.) and the analogy-based features (F2. and F4.) The low performance of the gender feature is no surprise because it selects a number of speakers yet is unable to discriminate between them. In contrast, in the ablation experiment gender has the biggest contribution to the performance. Without the gender feature, the MRR drops from 0.9 to 0.71.²

² Note that this score is even lower than the score obtained by the Word Similarity alone. This suggests that there are some interactions between features that actually harm the overall performance. We plan to investigate this in future work.
The gender feature acts as a sort of funnel that makes a pre-selection among possible love candidates. Given this pre-selection, the system makes a decision on the basis of the other features. To illustrate this process, we provide in Figure 3 the different rankings produced by the system for one speaker, Suzanne from Madame de Beaunoir’s *Le Sculpteur* first performed in 1784. We start with a random ranking. The next ranking is based solely on the gender feature and puts all male speakers in the highest positions. As we add more features, Suzanne’s lover Le Doux slowly rises to higher positions and takes over the first position from Bécarre when we add feature F5, Interaction Frequency.

**5 Conclusions**

The system for identifying romantic relationships in drama texts introduced here proves to be successful. We have shown that on the basis of textual and structural distributional properties of speakers in French drama texts we are able to confidently extract love relationships between speakers from the texts. These distributional properties function best in combination with knowledge about the gender of two speakers. Since knowledge about the gender of a potential couple is so important to our model and because we rely on manual annotations of this feature, the first point of future research should be the automatic classification of speaker gender. Next, we believe that our approach might be a fruitful starting point for modeling other relationships, such as well-know relations from structuralist analyses of drama, such as the triangle of protagonist, helper and antagonist [19].

One important limitation of the present setup is that the system can naively assume that all analyzed speakers are at least involved in one romantic relationship. The task is thus to identify, for a given speaker, the correct lover among a set of candidates. A more general, yet also more demanding task would be to predict for any given character, whether (s)he is romantically involved at all with another character. The distinction between both tasks is reminiscent of the difference between authorship attribution and authorship verification. With the former, resembling a police line-up, the system can assume that the correct author is present among the candidates. In the verification setup, however, the correct author is not necessarily included among the candidates. In future research, we hope to be able to generalize our model in this respect.

Our method could more generally serve as a heuristic tool for the exploration of large
literary corpora and the serendipitous discovery of unsuspected speaker relations. Its ranking fosters investigations, for example, into what types of relations there are between the target speaker and the second-ranked speaker, who may for instance be a rival or a family member of the first-ranked speaker. More generally, our method is relevant in the context of increasing amounts of literary texts becoming available through large-scale digitization of our cultural heritage. Such textual data does not usually contain the rich annotations our data contains, and manually adding it is labor-intensive. Automatically extracting fundamental speaker relationships from raw text versions of plays helps gain a hermeneutically valuable access to such ever larger amounts of textual data.
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